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Dear Editor:

We accept to transfer our manuscript to BMC Health Services Research. We have made the following changes:

We have written the name of authors in similar form. Previous version was: José M Ramos1,2, Eva M. Navarrete-Muñoz3,4, Hector Pinargote1, Jaume Sastre5, José M Seguí6, María Jesús Rugero7 and in the version is José M. Ramos1,2, Eva M. Navarrete-Muñoz3,4, Hector Pinargote1, Jaume Sastre5, José M. Seguí2,6, María J. Rugero7

According the editor we have included in the methods section of our manuscript the specific name of the organization that granted ethical approval to our study. We have changed the previous sentence "Local Research and Information Committee approved this study" by this sentence "Committee of Security of Information and Research of Hospital General Universitario Alicante performed the ethical approved of this study".

Best regards,

José Manuel Ramos
Departament of Internal Medicine